Terms & conditions no deposit bonus
Borgata Online casino New Jersey

These are the terms and conditions for Borgata Casino’s no deposit bonus. To read more
about Borgata visit our Borgata Casino NJ review.
DESCRIPTION OF PROMOTION:
Welcome offer for new Borgata Casino accounts includes $20 Bonus Dollars and 100%
deposit match, up to $1,000.
PROMOTION PERIOD:
The offer is valid through December 31, 2021.
ELIGIBILITY:
New Borgata Casino accounts only (no prior accounts, wagering or deposits).
To be eligible, players must be 21 years of age or older and playing within the state of New
Jersey.
All personal and contact data associated with the player’s account must be verifiable.
ACTION REQUIRED:
The rules may be modified by us at any time by posting the modified terms on the relevant
page(s) of the platform. We recommend you revisit these Standard Promotional Terms
regularly. By your continued participation in the promotion, you accept any such modified
terms.
Please review these Standard Promotional Terms by signing in to your Borgata Casino
account> General Terms & Conditions> Legal Matters> Standard Promotional Terms &
Conditions.
CLAIMING PROMOTION OFFER:
$20 Bonus Dollars
$20 Bonus Dollars will be available on Borgata Casino account for three (3) days after
completion of new account registration.
$20 Bonus Dollars received from this promotion are available at Borgata Casino only and
cannot be used on Jackpot Slots, Poker, or Sports.
$1,000 Deposit Match
Minimum Deposit Required: $10 or more on single first deposit.
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Deposit Match will equal first deposit, up to $1,000 Bonus Dollars maximum.
Deposit Match offer expires thirty (30) days after completing new account registration at
Borgata Casino.
Deposit Match Bonus Dollars received from this promotion are available at Borgata Casino
only and cannot be used on Poker, or Sports.
All available bonus offers can be found in the Casino Promotions tab after signing in.
LIMITATION ON PARTICIPATION:
Only one (1) offer per household is eligible for this offer as identified by information
submitted upon signup.
Player will earn iRewards Points on all wagering, on cash, and Bonus Dollars.
WAGERING REQUIREMENTS:
$20 Bonus Dollars
Wagering requirement is 1x the Bonus Dollars amount. For every $1 in Bonus Dollars, players
must wager $1. For example, if a player receives $5 Bonus Dollars, the player must wager $5
to cash out the bonus and any associated winnings.
Bonus Dollars wagering requirement must be completed within seven (7) days.
Players can opt in to multiple bonuses at any given time, however, they can only contribute
to the wagering requirement for one bonus at a time. Bonus Dollars wagering requirement
applies to the first activated bonus unless the player pauses said bonus and resumes play on
another bonus in the bonus tab. Players can pause and resume bonuses multiple times until
they expire.
Players always have the ability to opt out of a bonus at any time.
Should player opt out of this bonus or the bonus expires prior to completing the wagering
requirement, Bonus Dollars and winnings derived from Bonus Dollars will be removed from
player’s account.
Play on Jackpot Slots will not count towards the $20 Bonus Dollars wagering requirement.
$1,000 Bonus Dollars Deposit Match
Wagering requirement is 15x the Bonus Dollars amount. For every $1 in Bonus Dollars,
players must wager $15. For example, if a player receives $5 Bonus Dollars, the player must
wager $75 to cash out the bonus and any associated winnings.
Player has fourteen (14) days following qualifying deposit to complete the wagering
requirement on Bonus Dollars.
Earn-out period expires at 11:59 pm on the fourteenth day following qualifying deposit.
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Players can opt in to multiple bonuses at any given time, however, they can only contribute
to the wagering requirement for one bonus at a time. Bonus Dollars wagering requirement
applies to the first activated bonus unless the player pauses said bonus and resumes play on
another bonus in the bonus tab. Players can pause and resume bonuses multiple times until
they expire.
Players always have the ability to opt out of a bonus at any time.
Should player opt out of this bonus or the bonus expires prior to completing the wagering
requirement, Bonus Dollars and winnings derived from Bonus Dollars will be removed from
player’s account.
All Borgata Casino game play contributes towards the Bonus Dollars wagering requirement.
Game Contributions Toward Bonus Wagering
The percentage of your wager that counts toward your wagering requirement varies based
on the game you are playing.
Here are the percentages:
All Slots and Jackpot Slots: 100%
For Example: If I play $125 on Slots → I release it, as Slots count 100%.
Scratch Games, Fixed Odds Games, Virtual Games: 100%
For Example: If I play $125 on Scratch Games → I release it, as they count 100%.
Roulette, Baccarat, Craps, Video Poker, Keno (Digital and Live): 20%
For Example: If I play $125 on Roulette → Only $25 is counted, as Roulette counts 20%.
All Blackjack (Digital and Live): 10%
For Example: If I play $125 on Blackjack → Only $12.50 is counted, as Blackjack counts 10%.
ORDER OF FUNDS USED FOR WAGERING:
After the player’s account is credited with a bonus and the player starts a new game session,
the bonus will be used first to complete wagering requirements. Upon completion of
wagering requirements, any winnings will be credited to the player’s cash balance, and any
subsequent wagers will be debited from the cash balance.
For the Deposit Match bonus, both the deposit amount and bonus match are restricted until
the player completes the wagering requirement. Bonus is wagered first followed by the
deposit amount. Upon completion of the wagering requirement, any winnings will be
credited to the player's unrestricted account balance, and any subsequent wagers will be
debited from the unrestricted account balance.
ELIGIBLE GAMES:
All Borgata Casino games (Jackpot Slots excluded where noted).
WITHDRAWAL RESTRICTIONS:
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$20 Bonus Dollars
Any winnings received from the $20 bonus are not eligible for withdrawal unless the player
has made a deposit. In this case, any winnings will then be eligible for withdrawal if
requested.
To cash out Bonus Dollars and associated winnings, players must complete the wagering
requirement.
$1,000 Bonus Dollars Deposit match
To cash out the Bonus Dollars and associated winnings, player must complete the wagering
requirement.
In order to cash out the remaining deposit amount prior to completing the wagering
requirement, the player must first opt out of the promotion.
CANCELLATION:
Upon request for cancellation, Borgata Casino will inform the player of the amount of
unrestricted funds that will be returned upon cancellation and the value of restricted funds
that will be removed from the player's interactive gaming account. If the player elects to
proceed with cancellation, unrestricted funds remaining in a player's interactive gaming
account will be returned in accordance with the terms and conditions.
Borgata Casino reserves the right to alter, discontinue or terminate any promotion, or any
aspect of it, at any time, with or without notice, for any reason whatsoever, including
without limitation if there has been any printing, production, distribution or other error in
any promotion communication or on the platform, or where there has been any error in the
preparation for or conduct of any promotion affecting the result of the promotion or the
number of participants or the value of claims.
Borgata Casino reserves the right to change or cancel this promotion in its entirety or
exclude any individual or individuals from participation if it determines at its sole discretion
that there are any irregularities or abuses occurring in connection with the promotion.
General terms and conditions apply.

